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Booking flow – entries   

Amadeus Availability Display 
>AN22JULBKKCNX/AWE is the neutral availability entry 

display by specific airlines (WE)  

 

Segment sell 
>SS1Y1 is the standard short sell entry 

 

 
 
PNR elements  
>NM1SMITH/JOHN MR = name entry (as it appears on passport 

or identity card)  
>AP BKK02-2079000 = phone number (optional) 

>AP*email address = passenger e-mail address for Ticketing 

message to be send 

>TKTL = Ticketing arrangement  

>RF = Received Form element  

>ER = End of transaction 

 

 
  

 

 
 
PNR pricing  

>FXP is the standard pricing entry 

>FXP/R,U is the negotiated fare pricing entry 

 

 
 

Fare element 
>FP  is the transaction code to enter form of payment 

>FV  is the validating carrier element 
>FE  is the endorsement /restriction element  

>FM is the commission element  

>FT  is the tour code element 
 
Fare Element Table: 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Issuing E-Ticket Direct Fare  
>TTP/T-WE is the entry to issue “WE” e-ticket direct 

 
When an e-ticket is successfully issued, The ticket number is 
stored in a FA element.  
 

  

 

Display the ET-Record 

>TWD is the entry to display the ET record from the PNR 

 

 

 

 
 
 



                                                                                                                    
 
                                                                                                                 

Voiding E-Ticket record 

>TRDC/T-WE is the entry to cancel a ticket from the PNR 

 

 
 
 
 

Query Sale Report 

>TJQ/T-WE is the entry to display a ticket sale report 

 

 
 

 

Amadeus entries  

Entry Entry title 

AN22JULBKKCNX/AWE Neutral Availability entry 

SS1Y1 Short Sell entry 

NM1SMITH/JOHN MR Name entry  

APBKK-02-2079000-B Phone contact  

AP*email@hotmail.com Ticketing E-mail entry 

TKTL TK entry  

FXP Pricing entry  

FXP/R,U Unifiers Pricing entry  

TQT Entry to display a TST 

TQN Entry to display a TST with Negotiated fare  

TWD Entry to display ET-Record from PNR 

TWD/TKT909-1234567890 Entry to display ET-Record by TKT no 

TWD/TAX Entry to display Tax detail from ET-Record 

TJQ/T-WE TJQ = Display a query report 

/T-WE = Specific ticket stock provider  “WE” 

TRDC/Lx /T-WE Cancel a ticket from the FA-element line 
number “x” 

 

HELP Page 

>HE ET DIRECT  >HE ETT WE 
>HE STEP  >HE AN     
>HE SS    >GG AIR WE 
 

Contact 
Customer Service, Thai-Amadeus Southeast Asia 
T: 0 2207 9000 
F: 0 2207 9198 
E-Mail: helpdesk@thaiamadeus.com 
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